
Year 5: My Learning Newsletter - Week beginning 30th March 2020

English Maths

Writing task: In Stormbreaker, we are introduced to a character named Alex Rider who 
becomes the latest recruit for MI6. As part of his training and development, MI6 send him to 
an SAS training camp to learn new skills. We would like you to watch the following clip 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXHa1KjMSC8 and write a diary entry in your English 
home learning jotter/pack as if you were Alex completing the training. Remember to try to be 
really ambitious with your vocabulary and include lots of description. 
                                  
Reading task: Read the extract from Stormbreaker on the next slide. Write a paragraph 
explaining how you think Alex is feeling during this scene and explain why using evidence. 

Spelling task: We have attached the Y5/6 spellings on the coming slides, try to learn 10 new 
words a week. If you would like, use the look, cover, write check sheet attached.

Miss Carabine’s maths class (Y5BC maths): 
In class, we have just finished our fractions unit. To ensure that retain this knowledge, I would 
like you to complete the questions on the Y5BC maths class work slide in your maths home 
learning books. There is an example of how to answer each type of question on the next slide.

Mr Haley’s maths class (Y5GH maths): 
In class, we have just started exploring our fraction unit. I would like you to put this learning 
to the test by completing the questions on the Y5GH Maths Class Work slide. There are some 
examples to help remind you about equivalent fractions, improper fractions and mixed 
numbers.

Please use Times Table Rockstars to practice your times table and division  skills. Also, continue to work 
through the Abacus workbook chapters you were set in the last learning pack. 

Learning Project: Science Learning Project: R.E. 

In Science, our next topic will be exploring animals including humans but specifically 
focusing on describing the changes as humans develop to old age. 

We would like to either use the timeline attached or draw your own and use this to show the 
stages of growth and development of humans. We would also like you to include some facts 
about each of the different stages of development on your timeline. 

To help you with this we have attached some powerpoint slides to support you. 

In R.E. we have been learning about Jesus’ mission. Through this topic, we have discussed the 
importance of being one with each other as this is what Jesus encouraged. “Unity is strength, 
division is weakness”. We would like you to read 1 Corinthians 12: 12-17, 21, 27 (attached on 
the next slide) and then design a poster considering the following questions. 

● How do you resolve your disagreements?
● Is it all right for people to have different opinions about things? Why?
● What do you think Jesus meant when he prayed for his friends to ‘always be one with 

us and one another’?
● What can Christians do together to promote unity?
● How could they be encouraged to get to know one another and their Churches?
● How are Christians ‘part of Christ’s body’?

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXHa1KjMSC8


English - Reading task

It was almost five o’clock in the evening, although it could have been five o’clock in the morning; the sky had barely changed at all throughout 
the day. It was gray, cold, unforgiving. The rain was still falling, a thin drizzle that traveled horizontally in the wind, soaking through his 
supposedly waterproof clothing, mixing with his sweat and his dirt, chilling him to the bone. He unfolded his map and checked his position 
once again. He had to be close to the last RV of the day—the last rendezvous point—but he could see nothing. He was standing on a narrow 
track made up of loose gray pebbles that crunched under his combat boots when he walked. The track snaked around the side of a mountain 
with a sheer drop to the right. He was somewhere in the Brecon Beacons and there should have been a view, but it had been wiped out by the 
rain and the fading light. A few trees twisted out of the side of the hill with leaves as hard as thorns. Behind him, below him, ahead of him, it 
was all the same. Nowhere Land.

Alex hurt. The 22-pound bergen backpack that he had been forced to wear cut into his shoulders and had rubbed blisters into his back. His right 
knee, where he had fallen earlier in the day, was no longer bleeding but still stung. His shoulder was bruised and there was a gash along the 
side of his neck. His camouflage outfit—he had swapped his Gap combat trousers for the real thing—fitted him badly, cutting in between his 
legs and under his arms but hanging loose everywhere else. He was close to exhaustion, he knew, almost too tired to know how much pain he 
was in. But for the glucose and caffeine tablets in his survival pack, he would have ground to a halt hours ago. He knew that if he didn’t find 
the RV soon, he would be physically unable to continue. Then he would be thrown off the course. "Binned" as they called it. They would like 
that. Swallowing down the taste of defeat, Alex folded the map and forced himself on.



English - Spelling task



English - Spelling task (additional resources if you would like to use them).



Y5BC maths class examples

Adding fractions with different denominators 
example:  

Subtracting fractions with different denominators 
example:  

Finding fractions of an amount example: 



Y5BC maths class work

Adding fractions with different denominators: Subtracting fractions with different denominators:  Find fractions of an amount: 



Y5BC maths class work



Y5BC maths class work



Y5BC maths class work



Y5GH maths class examples

Finding an equivalent fraction:

Step 1: Look at the denominator and see 
what is has been multiplied by.

X 4

Step 2: Do exactly the same to the 
numerator to find the equivalent fraction 

X 4

Converting a mixed number 
into an improper fraction

=

Step 1: multiply the whole number (4) by 
the denominator (6).

4 x 6 = 22

Step 2: Add the answer to the 
numerator.

22 + 5 = 27

 =

Step 1: How many lots of the 
denominator (bottom number) go into the 
numerator (top number).

9, 18, 27 = 2 lots of 9 goes into 22



Y5GH Maths Class Work

Find an equivalent fraction: Convert this improper fraction 
into a mixed number

Convert this mixed number 
into an improper fraction



Y5GH Maths Class Work

1)  27 children sit at a table of six, filling the tables where possible. Express how many tables of field using a mixed number

2)   A teacher asks 2 children to sort 73 tennis balls into baskets of 10 balls, filling the basket where possible. Express how many baskets 
are filled using in mix number.

3)  A pizza truck sells pizza slices. Each slice is 1/4 of a pizza. At the end of the day, the pizza seller works out how many pizzas he 
has left. On the day he has nine slices how many pizzas does he have left?

4)  Write some of your own questions for which the answer is a mixed number. 

Remember to use the RUCSAC method when completing these worded questions. 
R - Read, U - Underline/Understand, C - Choose the method, S - Solve the question, A - Answer the question, C - Check over your answer



Y5GH Maths Class Work

Write the proper fractions and mixed numbers represented by the shapes below.

Improper 

Fraction

Mixed 

Number

a)

b)

c)

d)

Improper 

Fraction

Mixed 

Number

e)

f)



Y5GH Maths Class Work

Circle any mixed number that is equivalent to the improper fraction. 
Remember, the denominators (bottom numbers) need to be the same. You will need to make them equivalent before converting them from a mixed number. 

You may want to use the example worksheet as a reminder.



Science support



Science support



Science support



Science support



Science Timeline 



R.E. support - 1 Corinthians 12: 12-17, 21, 27.


